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Editor's Note - Summer 2016 

Posted on December 13, 2016 by admin 

Welcome to the Summer Edition of ReB! 

The Conference 

ALL reports are that the 2016 ALUCA Conference was an outstanding success! Congratulations to 

the conference organising committee and all who attended. Refer to Jim's Chatter from the 

Chair for more, and check out the photos at the back of this edition to see if you made the cut! 

(there’s also a link to another 700+ photos)

2016 - The Wind of [positive] Change Continues .... 

"By changing nothing, nothing changes" - Mark Twain

I was very pleased to see our industry continue to embrace change in 2016. Just five years ago 

can you recall frequently hearing about, or attending seminars on Artificial Intelligence (Al), 

Predictive Modelling, Straight Through Processing (STP), Big Data, Robo-Advice/Robo

Underwriting, Underwriting Rules Engines (URE), eClaims, Electronic Medical Records (EMR) or 

IBM Watson? Call it what you will - change or innovation but as an industry we need it to 





As the sun sets on 2016, I would Like to sincerely thank you, our ReB readership. We have made 

significant ground over the Last 12 months in readership numbers and global reach. By 

continuing to source relevant and educational articles, I am hoping to repeat this trend in 2017. I 

would also Like to thank the contributors, Jim, Amanda, Pat and Jamie who assist me in putting 

ReB together. 

Look out for our next edition of ReB in March 2017. 

Have a very happy and safe break. 

Cheers 

Michael Reid 

ReB Editor 

Michael.Reid@aia.com 

*source - the risk store
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CEO Corner - Summer 2016 

Posted on December 12, 2016 by admin 

These Last few months have been a whirlwind of activity with the end of year state events, 

member research, the well attended AGM and highly successful ALUCA conference held in 

Adelaide in October with such great positive feedback from all of those who attended. Thank you 

to all involved. You can see some of the highlights in this edition of RiskeBusiness. 

We've included the 2016 AGM reports from Jim and myself Later in RiskeBusiness which sets out 

what has been achieved this year- and as you'll see there is so much to be proud of as a volunteer 

member-based organisation and what has collectively been achieved in 2016. 

I anchored my report around each of our 5 key strategic pillars - Member engagement, 

Stakeholder value, Thought Leadership, Professional development and Sustainability. For a 

member based organisation, members are our Life blood and our reason for being so Member 

engagement is critical. We want to really get to know our members, their needs and wants to 

ensure we remain relevant and are adding value. Research has and is being conducted. So please 

make sure you provide your input before we close this off soon. Here's the Link 

Membership growth is strong. We also continue to recognise and reward members via a number 

of valued awards/scholarships. The 2 highly regarded recipients of ALUCA's prestigious Life 





Amanda McKernan 

ALUCACEO 

ceo@aluca.com.au 
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Chatter from the Chair - Summer 2016 

Posted on December 12, 2016 by admin 

We have a seen a year of continued evolution since the Last AGM a year ago. We have added two 

specialist subgroups - Life Rehabilitation and Medical, and the Claims Management Group (CMG) 

expanded to a national role from its beginnings in NSW. These developments have been very 

successful. 

Our subgroups are an intrinsic and essential part of ALUCA, and this year they are on track to host 

24 seminars across Australia for approximately 1,600 people, which is a 20% increase on both the 

numbers of seminars and attendees in 2015. The start of the year saw the roll out of an 

initiative to provide all members with access to free sessions, and approximately 40% of the 

seminars this year will have been provided free of charge to members, and the board has 

increased the funding to state sub-groups to maintain this initiative. With the help of our CEO, 

Amanda McKernan, planning is well underway for 2017 seminars and we hope to have a calendar 

of seminars out to members in the near future. I would Like to take this opportunity to thank the 

chairs and committees of the subgroups for their wonderful work and dedication in 2016, and 

they should all be very proud of their achievements. 

For this year's conference in Adelaide, ALUCA changed the format and Logistics in response to 

member feedback after the Last conference, and the price of attending was also substantially 

reduced. These changes helped to contribute to what was the Largest conference ALUCA has 





Finally, I would Like to thank ALUCA's members for their contribution to the association in 2016. 

feel that we have gained a great deal of momentum in 2016, evidenced by attendance at 

seminars and the conference, and that ALUCA is well placed to move forward as an association 

into 2017 and beyond. I Look forward to seeing you all in 2017 and, as always, I am always 

available for a chat either at an ALUCA event or via chair@aluca.com. 

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year, 

Jim Welsh 

ALUCA Board Chair 

Jim Welsh@amp.com.au 
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Sub Group Reports - Summer 2016 
Posted on December 12, 2016 by admin 

ALUCA REHAB SUB GROUP 

The ALUCA Rehab Sub-Group was formed in January 2016 reflecting the growing recognition of 

the importance of focussing on recovery and return to work to support Life Insurance customers. 

This has been an exciting first year and we have had over 200 attendees to our events which have 

included: 

• Presentations on management of post-cancer fatigue in Sydney and Melbourne

• Expert speakers on biopsychosocial factors, including Dr Peter Cotton and Sir Mansel

Aylward 

• Joint presentation with Vic ALUCA on rehab/return to work issues

In addition, rehab representatives from several Life Insurers collaborated as part of a TPD 

Working Group to develop the first ever guidelines of Employability Assessments used on TPD 















Look forward to. That in our Life triad we need to have 6 goals with 2 in each of our personal, 

social and work Life. 

Finally, the ALUCA Conference in Adelaide was amazing and the panel session we held on how 

we wish to increase member engagement and get the most out of the Learnings of the conference 

is truly amazing. The standout for me was Turia Pitt- really when after Listening to her story 

what possible excuse could you provide to not get our bed in the morning and go for that half 

hour cycle, run or walk? 

See you all at our amazing EOY event and I thank Lana Collaris for her endless enthusiasm and 

boundless energy in making this event truly come alive. Finally a big thank you to Amanda, Jim 

Chantelle, Devi and Pat for providing the most tremendous support to allow us to have a voice, a 

chair at the table and deliver passionately great sessions and diverse viewpoints for members and 

the Industry as a whole. 

Have a wonderful Christmas and an insightful new year 

Girls at the Conference Gala Dinner- Lisa Marie, Tania Du Plessis and Viviane Murphy 
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MENTAL HEALTH UNDERWRITING AND 

ANTI-DISCRIMINATION 2016 ALUCA 

TurksLegal Scholarship 1st Runner Up: 

Christine Gan, Commlnsure 
Posted on December 12, 2016 by admin 

T1rks 
L E G A L

2016 ALUCA Turkslegal Scholarship 

1st Runner-Up Christine Gan, Comm Insure 

Question 

MENTAL HEALTH UNDERWRITING AND ANTI-DISCRIMINATION 

According to mental health charity and advocacy group SANE Australia, around 20% of adults are 

affected by some form of mental illness every year and almost half of the population will 

experience a mental disorder at some stage in their Lives. 
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The Australian National Health Survey: Mental Health in 2014-2016 reported that there are 4 

million Australians (17.5%) who reported having a mental or behavioural condition. The results 

also showed that out of the 4 million people, 90% of them (3.6 million people) who reported 

having mental and behavioural conditions have co-existing physical health conditions4
· The data 

suggests a high correlation of mental disorders and physical health conditions (Figure B).4

Figure B Source: ABS 2014-15 4
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According to an industry report on mental disorder claims analysis,6 a total of 2,668 open Income 

Protection/ Group Salary Continuous claims and 605 Total Permanent Disablement claims were 

related to mental disorders across 13 companies in 2009. The table below illustrates a 

comparison with surveys done in 2009, 2006 and 2003. 

Type of Claim Results from 2009 Results from 2006 Results from 2003 















achievement of the Life insurance industry and recalled how it all started in the year 2016 where we 

played a part in this success. 

The life insurance industry has the greatest potential and opportunity to be part of the solution 

to work collaboratively with other stakeholders by creating a resilient framework that supports 

the ongoing wellness of an individual. The issues raised in this paper are not new, but there is a 

pressing need for Leaders in underwriting or in our industry to rise higher to the calling to do 

something that will increase the confidence of our promise and trust for our consumers. 
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IS TPD A SMART BENEFIT TO HAVE IN AN 

ERA OF CHANGE? 2016 ALUCA Turkslegal 

Scholarship - 2nd Runner-up: Elizabeth 

Haddow-Allen, Commlnsure 
Posted on December 13, 2016 by admin 

T1rks 
L E G A L

2016 ALUCA Turkslegal Scholarship 

2nd Runner-Up Elizabeth Haddow-Allen, Commlnsure 

Question 

IS TPD A SMART BENEFIT TO HAVE IN AN ERA OF CHANGE? 

One of the critical aspects of the standard TPD definition is the requirement that the member be 

disabled from work within their current "education training and experience" ("ETE"). 

Do you think the role of ETE as part of the TPD benefit serves a useful purpose? In particular, do 

you think it still makes sense in Light of the changing work environment of the 21st century, 
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TPD Claims Survey 
Posted on August 3, 2016 by admin 

TPD Employability Assessment Survey 

The University of Sydney is conducting research on employability assessment (EA) of TPD claims. 

As part of this study, insurance rehabilitation advisors have collaborated with the University to 

produce an online survey to go out to TPD claims. 

Who can complete the survey? 

The on line survey takes about 15-minutes and is available to claims managers, team Leaders, 

technical claims teams, and, importantly, to claims assessors - essentially all those who read EA 

reports as part of managing TPD claims. 



The survey is voluntary and totally anonymous. Your response will be unidentifiable and results 

will be aggregated. 

Purpose of survey 

• To improve EA's based on claims feedback on content, quality and process

• To improve claims assessors experience of EA

• To help achieve timely and fair decisions on TPD claims

• Have your say - Lead the change

• Make a difference in how we report Employability Assessment of TPD Claims.

Have your say - lead the change 

Make a difference in how we report Employability Assessment of TPD Claims. 

If you would Like to have your say to make a difference, please complete the survey on the Link 

below: 

TPD Employability 
Assessment Survey 

•• 

Please Link directly to the survey from an Internet connected browser - to minimise connection issues 

please avoid VPN, mobile, or public Wi-Fi connections. If the Link above does not work, try copying the 

Link below into your web browser: https://surveys.sydney.edu.au/surveysj?s=gmBLLxUewm 

You can also access the survey Link on the ALUCA website, from your claims manager, rehab team, or 

from researcher Margaret Black on 

0405 384 697 or mbla3044@uni.sydney.edu.au 

This survey is ethics-approved by the University of Sydney. 
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Three essentials for true automated 

underwriting success 
Posted on December 12, 2016 by admin 

Introduction 

Almost a decade ago Life Insurers in the Australian market entered the search for greater 

efficiencies and faster assessment turnaround times believed to be possible via the mechanism of 

automated underwriting. Having closely observed the UK market, in particular, Leading retail 

Australian insurers moved quickly to embrace automated underwriting. 

Munich Re in Australasia engaged early and worked closely with key clients from 2007 on this 

topic, in some instances directly involved in resourcing, implementations and electronic 

underwriting rules development. 

With a dedicated Underwriting Development team, Munich Re developed a best-practice 

methodology in order to conduct reviews of automated underwriting processes, including 

Underwriting Rules Engines (UREs). 

An automated underwriting "User Group" was also initiated and hosted, which allowed the 

relatively small number of URE developers from multiple insurers the space to share challenges 

and opportunities in the this then, fledging discipline. 

In addition, Munich Re has conducted an industry survey 'Fulfilling Life' in four of the past five 

years, with a focus on benchmarking automated underwriting and its impact. As a result of the 

proactive engagement and multiple initiatives in this space, Munich Re has a comprehensive 

understanding, and the ability to track the progress of, automated underwriting offerings in the 

Australian market. 

Although the take-up rate of e-applications has increased from -40% (2010) to -70+% at present, 

it is telling that paper applications still have a place in this market and 'straight-through-













Vision 

Execute Inform 

Plan 

Vanessa Dobson 

Munich Re, Research & Development Manager, Design Thinking for Australasia 

Research and development in the Life insurance sector with a focus on optimising portfolio-level risk 

management via strategy, automation, analytics and creative leadership. Design Thinking convert/ 

practitioner. 
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What will your response be? 
Posted on December 12, 2016 by admin 

You're a senior underwriter and today you are about to face a senate enquiry into the 

underwriting practices of your company. You've been underwriting for quite a while now and 

apart from the odd complaint, everything seems to be in order. Your business follows the re

insurer guidelines for mental health conditions, so although you're a bit nervous, today should go 

ok. Except it doesn't, very quickly. 

Penny Wong starts with a gentle question about why your company places a mental health 

exclusion on people who have disclosed 'stress' in their applications. Well, that seems fairly 

obvious; if you've had stress before, you're more Likely to have it again and proudly say so. She 

shows you copies of DSMS and ICD 10 and asks you to show her the section that classifies 'stress' 

as a diagnosis. You have seen these books floating around somewhere in the office, but as hard as 

you try, with camera flashes being discharged, you frantically flick through and can't find that 

section. It doesn't exist. So she asks you how you can offer a product with exclusions, based on 

the absence of a medical condition. You say, with withering confidence that the re-insurer manual 

advises you to do this. She Looks at you with a blank expression. Out of the corner of your eye, 

you can see Adele Ferguson busily taking notes that you know are intended for your questioning 

when you are discharged from the enquiry. 

At this point, Senator Wong decides she is going to go into a bit more granular detail. Which you 

thought was fine before the first question, but now, not so much. She asks you why a person who 

Lost their parent and experienced grief, would be excluded from making a claim for anorexia, 

somatoform disorders or just about any other disorders. You know this is standard practice, and 

you go to show the reinsurer manual section that supports this approach. She asks you to put 

down the manual and explain to the enquiry why someone is more at risk of having anorexia, as 

an example, if they have experienced grief. You then remember, quite proudly, well, we wouldn't 

do that, we don't consider grief a mental health condition. You feel temporarily relieved until she 

poses the same question about just about any other condition you could think of. What is the 

increased risk of schizophrenia in someone who has depression? Or of Anorexia nervosa if a 

middle-aged man has suffered from an anxiety disorder? As you struggle to answer these 

questions, she tilts her head slightly to the Left and appears to Look straight through as you 





No one is expecting a perfect response to this issue, but they are expecting a good process-based 

remedy. If you answer Senator Wong that your company has done an exhaustive review and that 

you have identified weakness and established a timetable for correcting those weaknesses, you 

will do fine. No one will be satisfied if you are relying on re-insurers to answer fundamental 

questions about your business practices. 

Dr Doron Samuell 

Im 

Dr Doron Samuell is a consultant psychiatrist, graduate of Harvard Business School and soon to obtain 

his masters in Behavioural Economics from the London School of Economics. He presently working as 

a strategic advisor to the Insurance Council of Australia and AMP and is the chief medical officer of 

several insurance companies. He continues to run his own successful professional services company, 

Profession Opinions that has over 400 medical specialists Australia-wide. 

Disclaimer: 

This article only represents the views of the author and is an attempt at addressing a very serious 

issue by the use of humour and visualisation. Comments attributed to real people are to be read 

as fiction. 
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ALUCA Board 

Jim Welsh has been in the Australian Life Insurance Industry for 17 years. As Chair of ALUCA, I am 

dedicated to increasing the relevance and rewards of ALUCA membership, helping ALUCA make a 

positive difference to our industry and to our association's transparency. I have been on the board 

since November 2014 and Chair since January 2016. 

I am the Customer Analytics Manager at AMP, using data to drive our understanding of cause and 

effect in both underwriting and claims, and to bring to forefront the Links between the two 

disciplines. Before AMP, I worked at RGA, TAL and MLC. I am an advocate for the use of data in 

advancing Life insurance and Life insurance professionals in Australia, and passionately believe in 

the difference we can make for every individual in the industry. 













I would describe myself as a Life Insurance underwriting professional with skills in management 

and building and maintaining effective working relationships across the life insurance spectrum. I 

have very strong technical underwriting skills, and a good track record in training and 

development of underwriters 

My current role at TAL is focussed on Quality and Training, particularly the development of junior 

staff. I am currently involved in cross-skilling and up-skilling across our teams of Direct, Group 

and Retail underwriters. 

Chantelle Everett began her career in youth and child welfare working for organisations including 

Centacare and Boys'town. Her early exposure to community based case management and social 

welfare helped to cultivate her deep passion for supporting individuals and families in crisis. 

Chantelle has over 17 years' experience in the insurance industry, including 11 years in Australian 

life insurance, having held senior claims roles in Individual and Group Life along with her earlier 

career experience in Workers' Compensation. She is the Head of Claims, Direct at TAL where she 

has the privilege of leading a team committed to delivering exceptional service. 

Chantelle joined the ALUCA National board in 2014 taking on the role of secretary in November 

2016. 
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CEO Report 2016 

This is my 4th month at ALUCA.  I've been very impressed with the members, volunteers and 
Secretariat, partners and sponsors that I've met to date, the obvious passion for the industry and 
ALUCA and the understanding of the need to adapt and change in a volatile business landscape.  

I'm incredibly honored and humbled to be part of such a dynamic industry member association. The 

development of ALUCA over the past 30 years reflects the growth and changes that have occurred 

within the Underwriting and Claims areas and the passion that our volunteer members have for their 

industry. Good risk management practices coupled with strong  customer service ethic leads to 

decisions that ultimately benefits the lives of many Australians and the communities they live in.  

We have so much to be proud of as a member-based organisation and what has collectively been 

achieved in the last three decades. ALUCA has evolved and grown due to  the on-going involvement 

of the member volunteers who have dedicated their spare time to help shape our organisation. A 

huge thanks to all of our volunteers and supporters.  We could not do our job without you - from our 

pioneering founding members, to the sub-group and working party committee members, members 

of the board, the Executive Officers, the ad-hoc committee members, our sponsors and partners and 

our Secretariat who have all helped create such a vibrant industry member association.   

It's a critical time for the life insurance industry and it's more important than ever to plan for the 

future. ALUCA understands this and the critical importance and constant need for innovation and 

excellence to ensure the future sustainability of both ALUCA, and it's members and an industry that's 

undergoing a lot of change. We need to continue to build on the great work that's been done in 

taking ALUCA to where it is today to ensure it's around tomorrow. My focus is on ensuring the on-

going sustainability of ALUCA with the creation of a three year strategy, building a powerful 

member-value and stakeholder proposition and continuing to build on ALUCA's reputation as a 

leading member industry body - that educates, develops and connects its members.  

2016 has been one of many achievements for ALUCA. With your help, we’ve continued to grow the 

membership and have been able to develop a stronger program of educational briefings, content, 

awards and networking events. This has included: 

 24 state based events held throughout the year  

 40% of the state based events were complimentary to members 

 450 attendees at the largest ever biennial conference held in Adelaide  

 3 life insurance awards/scholarships 

 Life insurance member research 

 A quarterly journal - RiskeBusiness sent to all members 
 

We have also developed a high level  three year strategic plan to 2020 and are updating ALUCA's 

accreditation program. I am really thrilled to be part of this vibrant organisation. I invite you now to 

read about what we achieved at ALUCA over the past 12 months. 



 

ALUCA 3 Year Strategy to 2020  
A  high level three year strategy for ALUCA has been developed through to 2020. Thank you to all of 
the sub-committee chairs, members, partners, CEOs and sponsors for your input about the key 
issues and challenges facing the industry and your thoughts about ALUCA. This has been really 
valuable and helped to shape ALUCA's future strategy to 2020 with 5 key strategic pillars identified 
around:  

1. Member engagement,  
2. Stakeholder value,  
3. Thought leadership 
4. Professional development  
5. Sustainability.  

We shared this last month at the biennial conference and will be rolling this out at all of our end of 

year events in each state to gather more member and partner input.  

1) Member Engagement 

The starting point for us to build a powerful member value proposition has centred around what 
members want and need during these rapidly changing times and how ALUCA can help to future 
proof life insurance professionals and the businesses and communities we serve. We have been 
undertaking partner and member interviews to gather input around this to help encourage greater 
participation of members in the activities of ALUCA,  increase the relevance of ALUCA to members 
by better understanding their ongoing needs and interests. We have also signed off on updating and 
refreshing ALUCA's website. 
 
2016 was a big year with both a full  program of state and group seminars and ALUCA's biennial 
conference. You can see the full program at the end of this report. 
 

 
ALUCA Biennial Conference, Oct 20th - 22nd 

In 2016 ALUCA held our biennial ALUCA national conference at the Adelaide Hilton Hotel from 
October 20th to the 22nd. Our biggest ever. The key theme was "2020 Vision - Is it Good Enough"  
where we explored the changing business landscape and what we should be planning,  how we look 
to future proof our industry, showcasing underwriting, claims and rehabilitation insights and 
outcomes; the future of the industry and key technological advancements such as AI and big data, 
exploring case studies specific to underwriters and claims; durability and resilience, sharing stories 
and interesting projects and providing some key technical sessions. 

The program included 40 sessions, 6 keynote plenary sessions with Gihan Perara, Turia Pitt, Dr 
Andrew Potter, Justice Peter Riordan, Ganga Narayanan, Jeff Gleeson, James Haber, Dr Andrew 
Cottrill and Jason Clarke and an additional 60 conference speakers.   
 
In addition to the conference the concluding Gala dinner was designed to acknowledge and 
celebrate members with a number of awards and scholarships as well as provide a great opportunity 
for delegates to connect and network. The feedback has been it was ALUCA's "best ever"conference! 



 

Thanks to all of our conference chairs, our education partners and sponsors, the conference 

organisers TAS and the National Conference Committee led by Claire Nolan, Howard Williams, Fiona 

Guscott, Mary St-Clair Porter and Tony O'Leary for an excellent conference.  

New Life members  

In 2016 ALUCA announced the appointment of 2 new Life members at the biennial conference. The 

Life members were selected under key selection criteria and were reviewed and approved by the 

Board. The 2 highly regarded recipients of these prestigious life memberships were Tony O’Leary, G 

& T Risk Management and Brian Sussman, RGA 

Tony and Brian have both made a significant contribution to ALUCA and the life insurance industry 
over a large number of years during their careers, positively impacting so many people. Our 
congratulations to them both. The awards were announced at ALUCA's conference Gala dinner. 
 

In addition the ALUCA Turks Legal scholarship winner and runners up were also announced at the 
conference and the winners from the ALUCA - MLC-Monash award and ALUCA-Swiss Re 
Rehabilitation award. A huge congratulations to them all and our sponsors. 

 2016 ALUCA Turks Legal Scholarship award Winner: Nick  Wendon from AMP Runners Up: 
Christine Gan, Hannover Re and Elizabeth Haddow-Allen, CommInsure 

 2016 Swiss Re-ALUCA Rehab award winner : Bernadene Gordon and Daniel Sayegh, AMP  

 2016 MLC-Monash-ALUCA Winner:  Christina Zorbas  

 2016 ALUCA Conference package prize winner: Cara Glanville, BT Financial services 

 

2) Stakeholder Value 

ALUCA is connected with both global and local industry partners, and provides tangible benefits, 
including information and resource sharing, to our members as a result of this. 
ALUCA is continuing to build strategic partnerships with other key industry and member associations 
both locally and globally; and through our conferences, and seminars attract thought leaders across 
the world bringing high quality development opportunities to our members and partners.  
 
We have conducted research and interviews with our partners throughout 2016 to better 
understand their needs and ensure our packages help them achieve these. A big thanks  to all of 
them for their ongoing support of ALUCA. 

 



 

3) Thought leadership/Representation 

ALUCA is committed to promoting the value and benefits of using accredited and qualified life 

insurance professionals. We aim to  raise the awareness of Life insurance  professionals work and 

value to business and communities which do via the quarterly journal RiskeBusiness. 

We are dedicated to representing member interests to external stakeholders such as ANZIIF, FSC and 

the Actuaries Institute  - and marketing good news stories about the life insurance industry and 

more specifically underwriting and claims.  

RiskeBusiness News    

RiskeBusiness, the quarterly journal covered a diverse range of topics over 2016. Thanks to the 

Editor, Michael Reid and all of the contributors. As an example of some of the topics covered 

technical information and updates, doing things differently, tools of the trade, and smarter analysis. 

 

4) Professional Development 

ALUCA's accreditation scheme was launched in 2015 and demonstrates ALUCA's commitment to 
continuous professional development aimed at raising the professional standards of underwriting 
and claims. The different levels are designed to underpin and maintain high standards for 
underwriting and claims while at the same time enhancing the value of them to business and the 
community more broadly 

The current levels include: 

 Member & Affiliate member  

 Associate    

 Associate Fellow   

 Fellow     
 

In 2016 we are further evolving and refining this scheme by designing a high level best practice 
industry framework for underwriting and claims to develop and promote the skills and capabilities 
required by these roles both now and into the future.  

We have a working education sub-group committee who are fine tuning this high level life insurance 
competency framework for underwriting and claims which will be shared next year to larger groups 
for further input and finally  sign off and adoption as best practice industry standards and 
competencies for underwriting and claims.  

ALUCA will then commence the roll out and implementation of the revamped CPD/accreditation 
program aligned to this which will promote the ongoing professional development and high 
professional standards that continuously enhances the core skills of ALUCA members. It is also 
designed to promote knowledge sharing and thought leadership of the value Life Insurance 
Underwriters and Claims professionals contribute to businesses and the communities we serve.  



 

5) Sustainability 

ALUCA is committed to ensuring organisational sustainability, best practice governance and ethics.  

ALUCA's income is managed responsibly with annual audits. We are open and transparent with our 

reporting and performance to members and partners. 

We are committed  to a sound governance structure that makes the most effective use of time and 

funds contributed by members, sponsors and partners. 

The Future: 2017 and beyond 

ALUCA is on a journey. A transformational journey which is an integral part of how we'll achieve our 

2020 vision. 2017 is shaping up to be an even greater year than the last one. We are advanced in our 

planning for some new program initiatives for our senior executive members with a Leadership 

retreat planned for 2017 and a series of executive leader meetings. We are hard at work with a 

planned refreshment of the website and some up-dated content and resources, plus the revamped 

professional development and accreditation program all designed to equip members with the 

knowledge and skills that they require.  I'm excited about the journey ahead both the challenges and 

opportunities - working with you all to continue to ensure the ongoing success of ALUCA for the 

benefit of all our members, partners and stakeholders. 

Amanda McKernan  I 
ALUCA Chief Executive Officer 

 
 
 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

A. Professor Geoffrey Boyce 

FEBRUARY 4, 2016                                                                                        Sydney   

ALUCA Triple shot Medical seminar - NSW 

A special briefing brought to ALUCA members by ALUCA's medical group. 

Speakers include Dr Matthew Paul, Occupational physician, CMO Macquarie Life 

artificial intelligence and the future of claims management, Associate Professor 

and Neurologist, Geoffery Boyce on a return to work approach and Dr Newman 

Harris, Pain Medicine Physician, Consultant Psychiatrist at University of Sydney's 

Pain Management & Research Institute.  

 

 

Colin Fegent 

FEBRUARY 17, 2016                                                                                       Perth  

ALUCA State Seminar - WA 

WA's first briefing for the year for ALUCA members is with MunichRe's Colin 

Fegent discussing "HIV: Just another Chronic Disease?"  

 

 

Dr Dielle Felman 

MARCH 16, 2016                                                                                      Melbourne  

ALUCA State Seminar - VIC 

VIC's first briefing for the year for ALUCA members is with Dr Dielle Felman, 

consulting Psychiatrist at Work Life Well discussing " Risky Business and Adverse 

Life Events - Are We Medicalising Life?"    

 

 

RiskeBusiness 

AUTUMN, 2016                                                                                            All states  

ALUCA RiskeBusiness journal 

ALUCA's RiskeBusiness Autumn edition was distributed to all members    

FULL SCHEDULE 2016 
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Kelly McLeod 

APRIL 6, 2016                                                                                                  Sydney  

ALUCA Rehab Seminar - NSW 

A special briefing brought to ALUCA members by ALUCA's rehabilitation group 

where we will be joined by Kelly Mcleod who will explore strategies on  how to 

manager cancer fatigue for recovery and return to work.  

 

 

Dr Deborah Lawson 

APRIL 7, 2016                                                                                              Melbourne   

ALUCA Rehab Seminar - VIC 

A special briefing brought to ALUCA members by ALUCA's rehabilitation group. 

Speakers include Dr Anna Boltong talking about how cancer impacts working lives 

and  Dr Deborah Lawson on cancer and the obligations of employees. 

 

 

Jocelyn Furlan 

APRIL  13, 2016                                                                                                   Sydney   

ALUCA CMG Seminar - NSW 

A special briefing brought to ALUCA members by ALUCA's CMG group providing a 

legal insights briefing. Speakers include Jocelyn Furlan from Turks Legal  and a 

speaker from HWL Ebsworth lawyers 

 

 

Dr Paul Davis 

APRIL 21, 2016 – QLD                                                                                         Brisbane  

ALUCA State Seminar - QLD 

A QLD state seminar briefing  with RGA guest speaker Dr Paul Davis exploring 

hypo or hyper who will challenge the audience on their knowledge of the thyroid 

gland. 

 

 

Dr James Hundertmark 

MAY 4, 2016 – SA                                                                                         Adelaide  

ALUCA State Seminar - SA 

A SA state seminar briefing with well known mental health expert Dr James 

Hundertmark who will discuss and explore the mind field of mental health 

covering a wide range of mental illness conditions and their treatment. 
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Pr Brand 

MAY 6, 2016                                                                                                   Sydney   

ALUCA State Seminar - professional development day 

A NSW special professional development day with Professor Jeff Brand who will 
lead a lively discussion on ageing and the digital economy. We will then look at this 
via the claims and underwriting lens and consider how we need to rethink the way 
we work in a digital environment.   
 

 

 

Carl Maiorana 

MAY 12, 2016 – WA                                                                                         Perth  

ALUCA State Seminar - WA 

A WA state seminar briefing where we explore the day in the life of a financial 

adviser with financial adviser Carl Maiorana with lots of time for questions and 

answers. 

 

 

John Myatt 

JUNE 2, 2016                                                                                              Melbourne   

ALUCA Combined Seminar - VIC 

A special briefing brought to ALUCA members by ALUCA's VIC state group and CMG 
group providing a legal insights briefing. Speakers include John Myatt from Turks 
Legal  and Nicholas Matkovic and Diren Fernando from HWL Ebsworth lawyers. 

. 

 

 

Dr Curtis Gray 

JULY 6, 2016 – QLD                                                                                         Brisbane  

ALUCA State Seminar - QLD 

A QLD state seminar briefing  with well known sleep expert Dr Curtis Gray who 

will explore sleep disorders and the workplace. We will also be joined by futurist 

Steve Tighe who will talk about emerging trend, social change and business 

planning for the future. 

 

 

Dr Anthony Lau 

JULY 20, 2016                                                                                                  Sydney  

ALUCA State Seminar - NSW 

A NSW state seminar briefing with Australia's leading and highly regarded 

interventional cardiologist Dr Anthony Lau. 
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JULY 23, 2016 – SA                                                                                         Adelaide  

ALUCA State Triple shot Seminar - SA 

A triple shot state seminar briefing where we will be joined by Matthew Ramjan, 

Chief Underwriter at Gen Re exploring bariatric surgery, Colin Fegent, Senior 

Underwriter at Munich Re focussing on Reinsurance insights - from underwriting 

to claims and Nicholas Linke from Fisher Jeffries discussing issues in non-

disclosure. 

 

 

RiskeBusiness 

WINTER, 2016                                                                                      All states  

ALUCA RiskeBusiness journal 

ALUCA's RiskeBusiness Winter edition was distributed to all members    

 

 

Dr Jonathan Burdon 

AUGUST 3, 2016                                                                                           Adelaide   

ALUCA State Seminar - SA 

A SA state seminar briefing where we will be joined by leading sleep expert Dr 

Jonathon Burdon who will explore the ins and outs of sleep apnoea not just 

snoring. 

 

 

Shane Burdack 

AUGUST 11, 2016 – WA                                                                                         Perth  

ALUCA State Triple shot Seminar - WA 

A triple shot WA state seminar briefing where we will be joined by Shane Burdack 

from Swiss Re, Greg Bergsma who will share tool kit of strategies on managing 

work/life balance and Dr Pramodh Nathanie, Chief Medical Officer at UniSuper 

who will talk about arthritis.   

 

 

Kristen Hansen 

AUGUST 18, 2016                                                                                           Sydney  

ALUCA CMG Claims Managers dinner 

An ALUCA CMG special evening event with accredited executive coach and a 

master of training in emotional intelligence, Kristen Hansen, Founder of enHansen 

Performance. She will explore the neuroscience of high performance and 

leadership of self and others 
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ALUCA-Swiss Re 

SEPTEMBER 6, 2016                                                                                        Sydney  

ALUCA Swiss Re Excellence & Innovation in Return to Work Award 

The 2016 Swiss Re-ALUCA Rehab award winner was announced  from AMP who will 

attend the industry-leading International Forum of Disability Management conference in 

Malaysia in November 2016 to further their knowledge in the field of best practice injury 

and illness rehabilitation. Highly commended was  BT Life and Clearview. 

 

 

Pr Sir Mansel Aylward 

SEPTEMBER 6, 2016                                                                                           Sydney  

ALUCA Rehab NSW - Professional development event 

An ALUCA Rehab special professional development event  with industry leading 

experts Dr Peter Cotton, Prof Robert Pryor and  global expert from the UK  - 

Professor Sir Mansel Aylward 

 

 

Dr Simone Ryan 

SEPTEMBER 14, 2016                                                                               Melbourne  

ALUCA Rehab Seminar - VIC 

An ALUCA Rehab special professional development event in Melbourne with the 

focus around "rehab - the road to success" with Georgina Lamb, National 

Manager, Life Insurance, IPAR Rehabilitation, Morag Fitzsimons, Director, WCD 

Workers compensation solutions and Dr Simone Ryan from Mlcoa, Mark 

Raberger, Head of Claims from AMP, Sarcha Sycamnias, Strategic Partnership 

Manager, AIA and Belinda Nicholson from BT Financial Group. 

 

 

Pr Brand 

SEPTEMBER 22, 2016                                                                                     Brisbane   

ALUCA State Seminar - QLD 

A Qld state seminar briefing with Professor Jeff Brand who will lead a lively 

discussion on ageing and the digital economy. We will then look at this via the 

claims and underwriting lens and consider how we need to rethink the way we 

work in a digital environment 

 

 

ALUCA- Monash-MLC 

OCTOBER 10, 2016                                                                                      Melbourne  

ALUCA - MLC- Monash Award Night 

The 2016 ALUCA - MLC - Monash  award winner was announced : Christina Zorbas with 
her paper on: “How could Genetic Screening make Insurance Underwriting easier and what 
are the Ethical Implications of this?” Christina was awarded $2500.  
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RiskeBusiness 

SPRING, 2016                                                                                               All states  

ALUCA RiskeBusiness journal 

ALUCA's RiskeBusiness Spring edition was distributed to all members    

 

 

OCTOBER 20 - 22, 2016               Adelaide  Hilton, SA 

ALUCA NATIONAL CONFERENCE  

A two and a half-day conference program built specifically to equip Life Insurance 

professionals for the challenges ahead - built around a program of workshops, 

national speakers and concurrent sessions. Featuring a number of keynote 

speakers. The theme has been built around "2020 Vision - Is It Good Enough?". Do 

we as an industry have sufficient vision to look far enough at the future to see 

what lies ahead? We will explore what we should be planning for and how we can 

future proof our industry.   

 

 

 

ALUCA Turks Legal Scholarship, 2016                                     Adelaide  Hilton, SA 

ALUCA NATIONAL CONFERENCE - GALA DINNER  

The ALUCA-Turks Legal scholarship award winners were announced at the gala dinner at 

the biennial conference. Nick  Wendon from AMP was the winner who received a $10,000 

cash prize. The runners up were Christine Gan, Hannover Re and Elizabeth Haddow-Allen, 

CommInsure 

 

 

NOVEMBER 10, 2016 – NSW                                                                        Sydney                 

ALUCA NSW seminar - Triple shot session 

In this seminar we will focus around building resilience for better outcomes where 

we will be joined by three key speakers, Dr Matthew Paul, Kieran Milne & Rani 

Hadda and physiotherapist Anjelo Ratnachandra. They will explore the different 

perspective of a customer’s resilience to trauma and recovery, with essential 

information on predictive medical indicators and bio-mechanical assessments. 

They will look at this from a claims and underwriting lens. 



 

 

 

NOVEMBER 24, 2016 – WA                                                                            Perth  

End of Year Briefing - WA 

A special end of year briefing and networking event that will provide an overview 

of ALUCA's 2020 high level strategy and vision for the future with the opportunity 

to have your say and share your views.  

 

 

DECEMBER 1, 2016 – SA                                                                              Adelaide  

End of Year Briefing- SA 

A special end of year briefing and networking event at the Mayfair hotel that will 

provide an overview of ALUCA's 2020 high level strategy and vision for the future. 

We will also hear from our key speaker Natalie Bottroff who will explore how to 

Fast-track return to work strategies. 

 

 

DECEMBER 8, 2016 – VIC                                                                         Melbourne  

End of Year Briefing - VIC 

A special end of year briefing and networking event where we will hear from our 

key speaker on how we can leverage artificial intelligence to assist with risk 

management practices. We will also provide an overview of ALUCA's 2020 high 

level strategy and vision for the future with the opportunity to have your say and 

share your views. 

 

 

DECEMBER 13, 2016 – NSW                                                                           Sydney  

End of Year Briefing - NSW 

A special end of year briefing and networking event at Doltone House in Hyde 

Park. We will hear from Megan Beer from AMP and will also provide a brief 

overview of ALUCA's 2020 high level strategy and vision for the future with the 

opportunity to have your say and share your views. 

 

 

DECEMBER 16, 2016 – QLD                                                                           Brisbane  

End of Year Briefing  

A special end of year briefing and networking event. We will provide a brief 

overview of ALUCA's 2020 high level strategy and vision for the future with the 

opportunity to have your say and share your views. 
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"2020 VISION - Is It Good Enough" ALUCA 

2016 CONFERENCE, HILTON HOTEL 

ADELAIDE 
Posted on December 13, 2016 by admin 

David Campbell, TAL talking about the future of 

underwriting 

Howard Williams in Turia Pitt session 

Dr Doron Samuell 

Turia Pitt 

























See the full set of photos here 

https://www.dropbox.com/home/Blue%20Razoo%20Photographs
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